Traditional Toboggan Schematics

Toboggan must have open sides, and curl (steam bent, laminated, or kerfed). Diameter of curl is measured vertically from bottom of sled to highest point on top of the curl. Curl angle is measured from the bottom of the sled to the furthest forward point of sled.

8" min - 18" maximum

3" min

Must sit flat on inspection table

Minimum slat width 2"

Maximum Toboggan Width 20"
Minimum Toboggan Width 15 3/4"

1/4" max

Toboggans that do not have a flat bottom must have a minimum of 3 extended slats, each with a minimum of 2" in width. All slats must be within 1/4" of the adjacent slat. Slats must not extend more than 1/4" below others. All extended slats must extend the same distance.

Back or Stern of Sleds - all cutouts / designs must take place within the last 6 inches of the sled

6"